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Abstract
This paper analyzes small sample properties of several versions of z-tests in multinomial probit models
under simulated maximum likelihood estimation. OurMonte Carlo experiments show that z-tests on
utility function coefficients provide more robust results than z-tests on variance covariance parameters.
As expected, both the number of observations and the number of random draws in the
incorporatedGeweke-Hajivassiliou-Keane (GHK) simulator have on average a positive impact on the
conformities between the shares of type I errors and the nominal significance levels. Furthermore, an
increase of the number of observations leads to an expected decrease of the shares of type II errors,
whereas the number of random draws in the GHK simulator surprisingly has no significant effect in this
respect. One main result of our study is that the use of the robust version of the simulated z-test statistics
is not systematically more favorable than the use of other versions. However, the application of the
z-test statistics that exclusively include the Hessian matrix of the simulated loglikelihood function to
estimate the information matrix often leads to substantial computational problems.
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1 Introduction
In applied micro-econometric studies (e.g. on the brand choice of consumers, the selection
of health care providers, or transportation demand), it is often reasonable to use discrete
choice models with more than two alternatives in the dependent variables. Against this
background, the application of multinomial logit models (e.g. McFadden, 1973, Ronning,
1991) was dominant in the past because estimation and testing is straightforward in these
approaches. However, multinomial logit models have very limitative properties such as
the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property. Furthermore, correlations in
unobserved factors over time cannot be flexibly modeled in panel data analyses, either, even
in the binary case with only two alternatives. In contrast, contemporary and intertemporal
correlations can be incorporated into multinomial probit models (e.g. Bo¨rsch-Supan and
Hajivassiliou, 1993, Keane, 1997). However, the application of such flexible probit models
(similar to multivariate probit models, e.g. Capellari and Jenkins, 2003, or multiperiod
binary probit models, e.g. Keane, 1993) was restricted for a long time due to the underlying
multiple integrals in the choice probabilities.
Subsequent to methodological advancements, the estimation of such models is now fea-
sible, for example, on the basis of the generalized method of moments (GMM) (for the case
of multiperiod binary probit models, e.g. Bertschek and Lechner, 1998) or on the basis of
Bayesian analysis (e.g. Geweke et al., 1994, 1997, Stern, 2000, Czado, 2000). Another di-
rection is the incorporation of simulators into classical estimation methods, which leads to
simulated classical estimations of probit models (e.g. Lerman and Manski, 1981, McFadden,
1989, Bo¨rsch-Supan and Hajivassiliou, 1993, Keane, 1994, Hajivassiliou and McFadden, 1998,
Zhang and Lee, 2004, Liesenfeld and Richard, 2010a, 2010b). For example, the inclusion of
a simulator into the GMM leads to the simulated generalized method of moments (SGMM)
(e.g. McFadden, 1989, Keane, 1994). However, the most popular estimation approach in
empirical analyses with flexible multinomial probit models so far is the simulated maximum
likelihood method (SML), i.e. the simulated counterpart of the maximum likelihood method
(ML), incorporating the so-called GHK (Geweke-Hajivassiliou-Keane) simulator (Bo¨rsch-
Supan and Hajivassiliou, 1993, Geweke et al., 1994, Keane, 1994). This approach has among
others been applied in housing economics (e.g. Bo¨rsch-Supan et al., 1992, Wakabayashi and
Horioka, 2006, Schmidheiny, 2006), transportation economics (e.g. Bolduc, 1999, Garrido
and Leva, 2004), environmental and agricultural management (e.g. Ziegler, 2005, Velandia
et al., 2009), or health economics (e.g. Bolduc et al., 1996, Leonard, 2007, Sosa-Rub´ı et al.,
2009). The appeal of this simulated classical estimation method can be explained by the
numerical stability of the SML estimation and the high precision of the GHK simulator for
approximating probabilities. Furthermore, the GHK simulator (within the SML estimation
of multinomial probit models) has already been incorporated into common software pack-
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ages (e.g. LIMDEP, STATA) for quite some time, which distinguishes it from other favorable
simulators (e.g. Richard and Zhang, 2007) that have not been implemented so far.
The asymptotic properties of general SML estimators have been known for a long time.
Furthermore, small sample properties of SML estimators (incorporating the GHK simulator)
in probit models have also been analyzed in Monte Carlo experiments (e.g. Lee, 1997a,
Inkmann, 2000, in multiperiod binary probit models, Bo¨rsch-Supan and Hajivassiliou, 1993,
Ziegler, 2005, in one-period multinomial probit models, Geweke et al., 1997, Liesenfeld and
Richard, 2010a, in multiperiod multinomial probit models, Ziegler and Eymann, 2001, in
one- and multiperiod multinomial probit models). Such studies are an important basis for
further empirical analyses. However, before interpreting parameter estimates in empirical
applications of discrete choice models, it is first necessary to examine whether the choice of
an alternative really depends on certain explanatory variables. In transportation economics,
for example, it is interesting to know whether travel time or waiting time have an effect on
the choice of modes for the journey to work. Based on classical ML estimates, such issues
can be analyzed with z-tests as specific cases of Wald tests, for example, in multinomial
logit models. But as already mentioned, ML estimation and thus the use of z-tests can be
computationally infeasible in flexible probit models when multiple integrals arise. In this
case, z-tests can be based on SML estimation.
Such z-tests under SML estimation have been regularly used in previous empirical ap-
plications of multinomial probit models as discussed above. However, the problem of in-
corporating simulators into z-tests has been completely neglected in these studies. In his
seminal work, Lee (1999) derives the asymptotic properties of classical test statistics in gen-
eral models of which loglikelihood functions are simulated. In contrast to the aforementioned
small sample properties of SML estimators, small sample properties of z-tests in multinomial
probit models under SML estimation (to our knowledge) have not yet been systematically
examined in Monte Carlo experiments. Such additional experiments seem to be necessary
since the results from analyses of SML estimators, for example, with respect to the impact
of the number of random draws in the GHK simulator, cannot be directly transferred to the
small sample properties of z-tests under SML estimation. While the SML estimation only
incorporates the simulator into the iterative maximization process of the ML, the calculation
of corresponding z-tests in multinomial probit models not only depends on the underlying
SML estimates, but has to incorporate the simulator into the estimation of the informa-
tion matrix. Furthermore, Monte Carlo experiments with SML estimators do not allow any
conclusions on the advantageousness of alternative simulated estimations of the information
matrix and therefore of different versions of z-tests under SML estimation. The only experi-
ments with classical tests in probit models under SML estimation (to our knowledge) can be
found in Lee (1997b, 1999) and Ziegler (2007). However, these studies only consider tests on
several parameters together and neglect tests on single parameters which appear to be very
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important for empirical applications. Based on Monte Carlo experiments, the aim of this
paper is therefore to examine the conformities between the shares of type I errors and the
nominal significance levels as well as the shares of type II errors of several versions of z-tests
in multinomial probit models under SML estimation, incorporating the GHK simulator. Due
to the still restricted availability of panel data, our study focuses on one-period approaches.
However, in order to test the robustness of our results, a multiperiod multinomial probit
model is additionally considered.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The second section explains the
structure of z-tests in multinomial probit models under SML estimation. The third section
illustrates the design of the main Monte Carlo experiments. The test results including some
robustness analyses are discussed in the fourth section and the fifth section concludes.
2 Z-tests in multinomial probit models under
simulated maximum likelihood estimation
The basis of the micro-economic derivation of (one-period) multinomial discrete choice mod-
els is that an agent i (i = 1, . . . , N) chooses among a finite number of mutually exclusive
alternatives j = 1, . . . , J (e.g. modes for the journey to work) of a qualitative variable.
In this paper, we consider the following hypothetical utility υij of agent i for alternative j
that depends on the vector of attributes zij = (zij1, . . . , zijK)
′, the corresponding parameter
vector γ = (γ1, . . . , γK)
′, and the stochastic utility components εij:
υij = γ
′
zij + εij i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , J
Below, the zij are summarized in the vector Zi = (z
′
i1, . . . , z
′
iJ)
′. One obtains multinomial
probit models by assuming that the εij are jointly normally distributed:
εi = (εi1, . . . , εiJ)
′ ∼ NJ (0; Σ)
The random vectors εi (i = 1, . . . , N) are independent of each other and are independent
of all Zi. The variance covariance matrices Σ = (σjj′) contain
1
2
J(J + 1) different variance
and covariance parameters. However, not all these parameters are formally identifiable (e.g.
Dansie, 1985, Bunch, 1991). Only 1
2
J(J − 1)− 1 variance covariance parameters, i.e. J − 2
variance parameters and 1
2
(J − 1)(J − 2) covariance parameters, can at most be formally
identified in these multinomial probit models. We restrict the variances σJJ and σJ−1,J−1
to the value one and the covariances σjJ (∀j 6= J) to the value zero. Consequently, only
two variances and three covariances in the four-alternative case, for example, are estimable.
Due to practical aspects, the corresponding standard deviations σj (j = 1, . . . , J − 2) and
correlation coefficients corr(εij, εij′) = σjj′/
√
σjjσj′j′ (j, j
′ = 1, . . . , J−1; j 6= j′) are examined
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in this paper (for details see Ziegler and Eymann, 2001). According to this, the tested
hypotheses refer to these transformed parameters.
All free parameters of the examined multinomial probit models (i.e. the utility function
coefficients in γ and, when the flexible approaches are estimated, the variance covariance
parameters) are summarized in the vector θ = (θ1, θ2, . . .). The parameter vector of the
data generating process (DGP) is labelled θ˙ =
(
θ˙1, θ˙2, . . .
)
. According to the stochastic
utility maximization hypothesis, agent i chooses the alternative that offers the highest utility
among all J alternatives of the qualitative variable. In flexible multinomial probit models,
the resulting probability Pij(θ) that i chooses a certain alternative j is characterized by a
(J−1)-dimensional integral. If J is sizeable, the computation of these multiple integrals is not
feasible with deterministic numerical integration methods. But the choice probabilities Pij(θ)
can be quickly and accurately approximated with (unbiased) stochastic simulation methods,
i.e. with R repeatedly transformed draws of pseudo-random numbers (e.g. Hajivassiliou et
al., 1996, or Vijverberg, 1997). By incorporating such a simulator, one obtains the simulated
counterpart P˜ij(θ) of Pij(θ). In this paper, the GHK simulator (for details of this simulator
see also Wilde, 1999) is considered since in comparative Monte Carlo experiments, it has been
shown that it outperforms other simulation methods with respect to the approximation of the
true probability (e.g. Bo¨rsch-Supan and Hajivassiliou, 1993, Mu¨hleisen, 1994). In particular,
the GHK simulator has the practical advantage for empirical applications that it has already
been implemented in common software packages. This distinguishes the GHK simulator
from other recent simulators, which are numerically even more efficient (e.g. Liesenfeld and
Richard, 2010a). This practical advantage of the GHK simulator is also the reason that
we do not consider the use of alternative approaches, such as product GAUSS formulas, to
compute the 3-dimensional integrals in the four-alternative probit model as discussed below.
If any (unbiased) simulation method and the ML are combined, one obtains the SML.
The J-dimensional vector Yi = (Yi1, . . . , YiJ)
′ contains the observable dependent variables:
Yij =
 1 if agent i chooses alternative j0 otherwise
By incorporating the simulator P˜ij(θ) into the ML approach and by examining N indepen-
dent pairs (Yi, Zi) in multinomial probit models, one obtains the following SML estimator:
θˆ = (θˆ1, θˆ2, . . .) = argmax
θ
 N∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
YijlnP˜ij(θ)

The starting point for general classical tests is the following flexible null hypothesis on the
basis of the function g(θ) with rank
(
∂g(θ)′
∂θ
)
= m and m ≤ dim θ:
H0 : g(θ˙) = 0⇐⇒

g1(θ˙) = 0
...
gm(θ˙) = 0
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Based on (unsimulated) ML estimates, Wald tests (besides score or likelihood ratio tests)
are usually used for the analysis of such test problems. But due to the underlying multiple
integrals in flexible multinomial probit models, ML estimation and thus the use of Wald
tests is computationally prohibitive if J is sizable. However, Wald tests can be based on
SML estimation. This makes the simulated loglikelihood function
∑N
i=1
∑J
j=1 YijlnP˜ij(θ) the
basis of such classical tests.
According to Lee (1999), one obtains different versions of Wald test statistics with differ-
ent versions of simulated estimations of the information matrix (see also Ziegler, 2007). The
following first version in multinomial probit models exclusively includes the Hessian matrix
N∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
Yij
∂2lnP˜ij(θˆ)
∂θ∂θ′
of the simulated loglikelihood function:
SWT1 = −g(θˆ)′
∂g(θˆ)∂θ′
 N∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
Yij
∂2lnP˜ij(θˆ)
∂θ∂θ′
−1 ∂g(θˆ)′
∂θ

−1
g(θˆ)
The second version exclusively includes the outer product of gradient
N∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
Yij
∂lnP˜ij(θˆ)
∂θ
J∑
j=1
Yij
∂lnP˜ij(θˆ)
∂θ′
of the simulated loglikelihood function:
SWT2 = g(θˆ)
′
∂g(θˆ)∂θ′
[
N∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
Yij
∂lnP˜ij(θˆ)
∂θ
J∑
j=1
Yij
∂lnP˜ij(θˆ)
∂θ′
]−1
∂g(θˆ)′
∂θ

−1
g(θˆ)
Finally, with
Aˆ(θˆ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
Yij
∂2lnP˜ij(θˆ)
∂θ∂θ′
and
Bˆ(θˆ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
Yij
∂lnP˜ij(θˆ)
∂θ
J∑
j=1
Yij
∂lnP˜ij(θˆ)
∂θ′
the third (robust) version (according to White, 1982) contains both the Hessian matrix and
the gradient of the simulated loglikelihood function:
SWT3 = Ng(θˆ)
′
{
∂g(θˆ)
∂θ′
Aˆ(θˆ)−1Bˆ(θˆ) Aˆ(θˆ)−1
∂g(θˆ)′
∂θ
}−1
g(θˆ)
The calculation of these Wald test statistics depends first on the underlying SML estimates
θˆ. In addition, further simulations must be carried out in the estimation of the information
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matrix (evaluated at θˆ). Therefore, Lee (1999) generally calls such test statistics simulated
Wald test statistics.
In this paper, only tests on single components θ˙q (q = 1, . . . , dim θ) of θ˙ are considered.
Thus, the null hypotheses on a finite constant a have a simpler structure:
H0 : θ˙q = a
In order to examine such test problems, simulated z-test statistics SZT as specific cases of
simulated Wald test statistics are considered. The SZT particularly depend on v̂ar
(
θˆq
)
, i.e.
the simulated estimation of the variance of the SML estimate θˆq, which is the corresponding
element in the main diagonal of the simulated estimation of the information matrix as
discussed above:
SZT =
θˆq − a√
v̂ar
(
θˆq
)
In the following, SZT1, SZT2, and SZT3 denote the different versions of SZT as special
cases of SWT1, SWT2, and SWT3.
Neither the inclusion of a specific (unbiased and continuous) simulator nor the inclu-
sion of a specific (consistently) simulated estimation of the information matrix have an
influence on the asymptotic properties of simulated z-test statistics. But these asymptotic
properties differ from those of conventional unsimulated z-test statistics. The analysis of
simulated classical test statistics in Lee (1999) implies that SZT and thus SZT1, SZT2,
or SZT3 are asymptotically normally distributed with mean
√
λ and variance 1 under H0
if limN→∞
√
N
R
= c. While c is a finite constant, λ is the noncentrality parameter, which
arises in the asymptotic noncentral χ2 distribution of the simulated classical test statistics
and which particularly comprises a parameter that depends on the variance of the simulated
choice probabilities P˜ij(θ) of Pij(θ) (e.g. Lee, 1995). If c = 0, then λ = 0, so that under H0,
SZT and thus SZT1, SZT2, or SZT3 are asymptotically standard normally distributed. In
this case, the asymptotic properties of unsimulated z-test statistics are reached.
While the asymptotic properties of simulated z-test statistics (just as the asymptotic
properties of SML estimators) are interesting, small sample properties are obviously more
important for empirical applications. Since analytically computed gradients of the simulated
loglikelihood function could be expected to be more reliable than numerically computed gra-
dients, we have included these (rather complicated) formulas in our self-developed GAUSS
programs. In contrast, the second-order derivatives can only be calculated numerically (by
using the GAUSS module OPTMUM). Due to the high number of loops, the gradient of
the simulated loglikelihood function cannot be implemented efficiently in GAUSS (see also
Mu¨hleisen, 1994). In contrast to the study of Bolduc (1999), preliminary experiments have
shown that the analytical computation of the gradients is much slower than the numerical
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computation. Due to these lower calculation times and since the resulting SML estimates
have been very similar in both versions, the gradients in the iterative optimization process of
the SML estimation are calculated numerically in our study. In contrast, the gradients are
calculated analytically in the derivation of the simulated z-test statistics. This is computa-
tionally feasible since its computation subsequent to parameter estimation is not undertaken
iteratively.
It should be noted that simulated score or simulated likelihood ratio test statistics instead
of simulated z-test statistics could also be applied to test the aforementioned null hypotheses.
But the use of these simulated classical test statistics appears to be rather unpractical in
empirical applications. The use of simulated likelihood ratio test statistics, for example, re-
quires both constrained and unconstrained SML estimation. Furthermore, the Monte Carlo
experiments in Ziegler (2007) with respect to tests on several parameters together in multi-
nomial probit models have shown that the application of simulated Wald test statistics is
not generally disadvantageous compared to the application of simulated score test statistics.
Therefore, only simulated z-test statistics are examined in this paper.
3 Design of the Monte Carlo experiments
Discrepancies between the shares of type I errors and the nominal significance levels as well as
possible type II errors in the following Monte Carlo experiments could be caused by sampling
errors (i.e. finite numbers N of observations) or by simulation errors (i.e. finite numbers R
of random draws in the incorporated simulator). As one aim of this paper is to disentangle
these types of errors, N and R are varied. It should again be noted that exclusively the GHK
simulator is incorporated into the underlying SML estimation and the simulated estimation
of the information matrix (evaluated at the SML estimate). Furthermore, the GHK simulator
is also incorporated into the z-tests in the independent multinomial probit models, although
the problem of multiple integrals does not arise in these approaches, even if J and/or T
are high. This ensures that the influence of model specifications on the test results can be
isolated.
The examined null hypotheses are
H0 : θ˙q = 0
or (if the parameter θq refers to a standard deviation σj)
H0 : θ˙q = 1
Based on the DGP explained below, these null hypotheses guarantee that the conformities
between the shares of type I errors and the nominal significance levels as well as the shares
of type II errors can be analyzed. According to the 2.5% and 97.5% as well as 5% and 95%
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quantiles of the standard normal distribution, the shares of rejections of the null hypotheses
over all 500 replications of the DGP are considered. The results are derived from the use of
the three simulated z-test statistics SZT1, SZT2, and SZT3 as discussed above.
The DGP in the following flexible four-alternative probit models have the same struc-
ture as those in the Monte Carlo experiments in Ziegler and Eymann (2001) and Ziegler
(2007). Indeed, only the SML estimations are analyzed in the first of these two studies. By
considering the same DGP in this paper, relations between the test results and the underly-
ing SML estimations can be examined. The experiments in Ziegler (2007) already examine
small sample properties of classical tests under SML estimation including simulated Wald
test statistics. While our z-tests under SML estimations are specific cases of these more gen-
eral classical tests, the former study exclusively examines the testing of several multinomial
probit model specifications and therefore tests on several parameters together. In contrast,
our Monte Carlo experiments focus on tests on single parameters that appear to be even
more important for empirical applications. However, by considering the same DGP in this
paper, relations between the test results can be examined.
The utility function in the DGP of these four-alternative probit models is (i = 1, . . . , N ;
j = 1, . . . , 4):
υij = γ1zij1 + γ2zij2 + εij
The two explanatory variables have been generated as follows (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , 4):
zij1 ∼ N(0; 2) zij2 ∼ N(0; 2)
In the DGP, the values of the corresponding parameters are:
γ˙1 = 1 γ˙2 = 0
The DGP is either the independent four-alternative probit model with the variance covari-
ance parameters
σ˙1 = 1 σ˙2 = 1
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0 ˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0
or the DGP has contemporary correlations in the stochastic utility components as discussed
above with
σ˙1 = 1.5 σ˙2 = 0.5
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0.5 ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0.5 ˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0.5
The model being estimated is either the independent four-alternative probit model (that
only comprises the estimation of the utility function coefficients) or the corresponding flex-
ible multinomial probit model (that additionally comprises the estimation of five variance
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covariance parameters). Remember that the same normalizations of the variance covari-
ance parameters for formal model identification are applied as discussed above. If the DGP
has contemporary correlations and the independent multinomial probit model is estimated
(whereby the variance covariance matrix Σ of εi is restricted to the identity matrix), a model
misspecification occurs. If the DGP is the independent multinomial probit model and the
flexible multinomial probit model is estimated, irrelevant parameters (i.e. irrelevant vari-
ance covariance parameters) are estimated, although the model is not misspecified in this
case. While the numbers of observations vary between N = 500, N = 1000, N = 2000,
and N = 5000, the numbers of random draws in the GHK simulator vary between R = 5,
R = 10, R = 50, R = 200, and R = 1000. The number of replications of the DGP is 500.
In the various replications of the DGP of one experiment, the same pseudo-randomly
generated explanatory variables are used, also when the number R of random draws in the
GHK simulator is varied. The explanatory variables that are generated with smaller N are
used again when the number N of observations is increased. In contrast, the pseudo-random
numbers for deriving the GHK simulator are modified for every observation i over the 500
replications of the DGP. But when N or R are increased successively, the numbers generated
with smaller N or R are taken again.
4 Test results
4.1 Main results
Table 1 and Table 2 report the results of the z-tests in these four-alternative probit models
on the basis of the following combinations of the number N of observations and the number
R of random draws in the GHK simulator: N = 500 and R = 5, N = 500 and R = 50,
N = 1000 and R = 5, N = 1000 and R = 50, N = 1000 and R = 1000. Corresponding
test results for N = 2000 and R = 5, N = 2000 and R = 50, N = 2000 and R = 1000,
N = 5000 and R = 5, as well as N = 5000 and R = 50 can be found in the electronic
appendix. We have also experimented with N = 250 observations. In this case, however,
the simulated loglikelihood functions repeatedly do not converge towards a maximum in the
underlying iterative optimization processes of the SML estimations. Therefore, we do not
analyze this smaller number of observations. It should also be noted that such numerical
problems also arise in the case of N = 500 when the flexible multinomial probit model is
estimated, particularly on the basis of a higher number R of random draws in the GHK
simulator. In most of these cases a variation of the pseudo-random numbers for deriving the
GHK simulator could circumvent these problems. However, when N = 500 and R = 50 and
when the DGP comprises contemporary correlations, in two out of the 500 replications of the
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DGP, the simulated loglikelihood functions do not converge towards a maximum. Therefore,
the corresponding results are only based on 498 replications of the DGP.
In Table 1, the shares of rejections of the null hypotheses about the utility function
coefficients are reported at the nominal 5% significance level (corresponding test results for
the nominal 10% significance level can be found in the electronic appendix). The upper
part of Table 1 reports the test results when the independent four-alternative probit models
are estimated. The results in the left columns refer to the DGP that are this independent
multinomial probit model. The test results in the right columns are based on the DGP that
have contemporary correlations, so that misspecified multinomial probit models are analyzed
here. In contrast, the lower part of Table 1 reports the test results when the flexible four-
alternative probit models are estimated. Whereas the testing of H0 : γ˙1 = 0 and thus the
validity of the alternative hypothesis (since γ˙1 = 1 in the DGP) allows the analysis of type
II errors, the testing of H0 : γ˙2 = 0 and thus the validity of the null hypothesis (since γ˙2 = 0
in the DGP) allows the analysis of type I errors. Furthermore, Table 2 reports the shares of
rejections of the null hypotheses about the variance covariance parameters at the nominal 5%
significance levels (corresponding test results for the nominal 10% significance level can again
be found in the electronic appendix). In this respect, the left columns consider the validity
of the null hypotheses, i.e. the test results refer to the DGP that are the corresponding
independent multinomial probit models, which allows the examination of type I errors. In
contrast, the right columns consider the validity of the alternative hypotheses, i.e. the test
results are based on the DGP that have contemporary correlations, which allows the analysis
of type II errors.
In order to test the null hypotheses, the use of the three simulated z-test statistics SZT1,
SZT2, and SZT3 is considered in the upper part of Table 1. In contrast, the lower part
of Table 1 and Table 2 do not report the application of SZT1. The reason for this is that
the simulated estimation of the information matrix (evaluated at the SML estimate) for the
corresponding tests is numerically problematic when the Hessian matrix of the simulated
loglikelihood function is exclusively used in the calculation of SZT1 (as a special case of
the simulated Wald test statistic SWT1). In these cases, negative simulated estimates of the
variance of the SML estimates and thus complex values of the simulated z-test statistic SZT1
arise. In contrast, the calculation of the simulated z-test statistics SZT2 is not problematic
in this respect. Furthermore, such problems do not arise, either, in the calculation of SZT3,
although the Hessian matrix of the simulated loglikelihood function is included in this case
as well. However, it is included in a quadratic form, so that the ill-behaved Hessian matrix is
obviously hidden. As a consequence, SZT1 is generally not considered if negative simulated
variance estimates occur. It should be emphasized that these problems only occur in the
final calculation of SZT1, whereas the simulated loglikelihood functions (with some very
few exceptions as aforementioned) always converge towards a maximum in the underlying
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iterative optimization processes of the SML estimations that are the basis for the z-tests
(see also the estimation results in Ziegler and Eymann, 2001). Due to these computational
problems, it can be concluded that the application of SZT1 is overall unfavorable when
the flexible multinomial probit models are estimated. These problems do not arise when
the (empirically less interesting) corresponding independent multinomial probit models are
estimated.
Instead of discussing all test results in detail, we now summarize the main findings of
the Monte Carlo experiments (including the test results that are reported in the electronic
appendix):
• The z-tests on the utility function coefficients provide more robust results than the
z-tests on the variance covariance parameters. This finding refers to the conformities
between the shares of type I errors and the nominal significance levels as well as to the
shares of type II errors.
• The use of a specific simulated z-test statistic does not systematically provide more
robust results concerning the conformities between the shares of type I errors and the
nominal significance levels as well as the shares of type II errors.
• The shares of type I errors and thus the conformities between the shares of type I
errors and the nominal significance levels are neither systematically influenced by the
numberN of observations nor by the number R of random draws in the GHK simulator.
Concerning the z-tests on the utility function coefficients, N and R have no systematic
influence on the shares of type II errors, either.
• An increase of N systematically leads to an expected decrease of the shares of type II
errors in the z-tests on the variance covariance parameters.
These test results about the effect of the number N of observations, the number R of ran-
dom draws in the GHK simulator, and the different simulated z-test statistic refer to general
systematic impacts. However, it is possible that on average some effects exist. Against this
background and in order to summarize the main test results, we have regressed some perfor-
mance indicators of the z-tests under SML estimation on the variables of interest. Concerning
the shares of type I errors, we consider the pure shares of rejections of H0 at the nominal 5%
significance level as well as the absolute differences between the shares of rejections of H0
and 0.05 (which refers to the nominal significance level). With respect to the type II errors,
we also consider the shares of correct rejections of H0 at the nominal 5% significance level.
While the analysis of type I errors is based on the independent four-alternative probit model
as DGP, the analysis of type II errors comprises the contemporary correlations in the DGP
as discussed above. The model being estimated is in each case the flexible four-alternative
probit model. The regression analysis comprises overall 16 combinations of N and R (i.e.
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the ten combinations according to Table 1, Table 2, and the electonic appendix as well as
six additional combinations, namely N = 500 and R = 10, N = 1000 and R = 10, N = 1000
and R = 200, N = 2000 and R = 10, N = 2000 and R = 200, N = 5000 and R = 10).
Furthermore, the results on the basis of the simulated z-test statistic SZT2 and SZT3 are
included. Finally, the regression analysis comprises the test results for one utility function
coefficient (namely γ2 when the DGP is the independent four-alternative probit model and
γ1 when the DGP comprises contemporary correlations) as well as five variance covariance
parameters. As a consequence, 16 × 2 × 6 = 192 observations are included in each linear
regression model.
Table 3 reports the corresponding estimation results. According to this, N and R have a
significantly negative impact on the shares of type I errors and a significantly positive effect
on the conformities between the shares of type I errors and the nominal 5% significance
level. Furthermore, the number N of observations has an expected significantly negative
effect on the shares of type II errors. The estimated parameter suggests a strong effect since
the shares of type II errors are reduced by 8.55 percentage points when N is increased by
1000. In contrast, the number R of random draws in the GHK simulator has no significant
impact on the shares of type II errors. Concerning the different simulated z-test statistics,
the application of the robust version SZT3 (compared with the use of SZT2) indeed has a
significantly negative effect on the shares of type II errors, but an insignificant effect on the
conformities between the shares of type I errors and the nominal 5% significance level as well
as even a significantly positive effect on the shares of type I errors. Finally, as expected, tests
on the five variance covariance parameters (compared with the utility function coefficient)
lead to significantly higher differences between the shares of type I errors and the nominal
5% significance level as well as to significantly higher shares of type II errors.
4.2 Robustness tests
The findings as discussed above are based on a specific scenario as it is common in Monte
Carlo experiments. It would naturally be interesting to analyze, for example, the effect of
the number N of observations and the number R of random draws in the GHK simulator on
the basis of different DGP, explanatory variables, and multinomial probit models. However,
the extension of the Monte Carlo experiments is restricted by the very high calculation
times. For example, the simulated maximum likelihood estimation of the flexible four-
alternative probit model with N = 5000 and R = 5 on the basis of the DGP that comprises
contemporary correlations required on average nearly 10 minutes and thus more than three
days across the 500 replications of the DGP on a quite powerful computer, namely an Intel r©
Xeon r© Processor E5405 (2 GHz, 8 GB of RAM). These calculation times make a more
systematic analysis of type I and type II errors with different DGP, explanatory variables, and
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multinomial probit models for different combinations of N and R computationally infeasible.
Nevertheless, in order to test the robustness of some results, we now analyze for N = 1000
and R = 5 four additional scenarios in the (one-period) four-alternative probit model and
furthermore a multiperiod multinomial probit model. In the following, we do not consider
the SML estimation of corresponding independent multinomial probit models, but only the
SML estimation of the empirically more interesting flexible multinomial probit models.
4.2.1 Further (one-period) four-alternative probit models
First, while previously the two explanatory variables zij1 ∼ N(0; 2) and zij2 ∼ N(0; 2) (i =
1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , 4) are independently normally distributed, we now consider the case that
they are correlated. Therefore, the normally distributed components zi11, zi21, zi31, and zi41
of the first explanatory variable as well as zi12, zi22, zi32, and zi42 of the second explanatory
variable have been generated with a correlation coefficient in the amount of 0.5, respectively.
Furthermore, these components indeed still have expectation zero, but a higher standard
deviation:
zij1 ∼ N(0; 4) zij2 ∼ N(0; 4)
All other previous components of the DGP remain constant in this scenario.
Second, we now consider the case of one explanatory dummy variable instead of two
normally distributed variables in the DGP. Therefore, the components of the second ex-
planatory variable are Bernoulli distributed with expectation 0.5, i.e. these variables have
been generated as follows (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , 4):
zij1 ∼ N(0; 2) zij2 ∼ B(0.5)
All other previous components of the DGP remain constant in this scenario.
Third, while previously γ˙1 = 1 and γ˙2 = 0 as well as σ˙1 = 1.5, σ˙2 = 0.5, ˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0.5
˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0.5, and ˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0.5 for the case that the DGP has contemporary
correlations in the stochastic utility components, we now consider alternative parameter
values in the DGP. Therefore, the corresponding DGP has been generated with the following
parameter values:
γ˙1 = 0.2 γ˙2 = 0
σ˙1 = 0.5 σ˙2 = 0.5
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0.2 ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0.2 ˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0.2
All other previous components of the DGP remain constant in this scenario.
Fourth, we additionally include alternative specific constants, which is in line with many
empirical applications. While previously the utility function in the DGP is υij = γ1zij1 +
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γ2zij2 + εij, the utility function has now the following structure (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , 4):
υij = βj + γ1zij1 + γ2zij2 + εij
The parameter β4 is restricted to zero to ensure the formal identification of the four-
alternative probit model. In the DGP, the parameter values of the other constants are:
β˙1 = 1 β˙2 = 1 β˙3 = 0
All other previous components of the DGP remain constant in this scenario.
Table 4 and Table 5 report the corresponding results of the z-tests when the flexible
four-alternative probit models are estimated. In Table 4, the shares of rejections of the null
hypotheses about the utility function coefficients are reported at the nominal 5% significance
level. Whereas the testing of H0 : γ˙1 = 0 as well as H0 : β˙1 = 0 and H0 : β˙2 = 0 and thus
the validity of the alternative hypothesis allows the analysis of type II errors, the testing
of H0 : γ˙2 = 0 and H0 : β˙3 = 0 and thus the validity of the null hypothesis allows the
analysis of type I errors. Table 5 reports the shares of rejections of the null hypotheses about
the variance covariance parameters at the nominal 5% significance level. The left columns
consider the validity of the null hypotheses, i.e. the test results refer to the DGP that are the
corresponding independent multinomial probit models, which allows the examination of type
I errors. In contrast, the right columns consider the validity of the alternative hypotheses,
i.e. the test results are based on the DGP that have contemporary correlations, which allows
the analysis of type II errors.
Table 4 reveals very few type II errors across all additional scenarios. This result holds
true for the testing of H0 : β˙1 = 0 and H0 : β˙2 = 0 in the fourth additional scenario with
constants and also for the testing of H0 : γ˙1 = 0 in the third additional scenario with a
parameter value in the DGP that is close to zero. In this latter case, the use of SZT2 never
leads to any type II error across all 500 replications of the DGP. Furthermore, the testing
of H0 : γ˙2 = 0 leads to conformities between the shares of type I errors and the nominal
significance levels that are similar to the previous results in the basic scenario according to
Table 1. Only in the testing of H0 : β˙3 = 0 in the fourth additional scenario for the case
that the DGP have contemporary correlations and that SZT2 is applied, the share of type I
errors is slightly stronger above the nominal 5% significance level. In line with the previous
test results, however, neither the use of SZT3 nor the use of SZT2 systematically provides
stronger conformities between the shares of type I errors and the nominal significance levels.
This ambiguous result for the use of a specific simulated z-test statistic holds true for
the z-tests on the variance covariance parameters according to Table 5. In addition, the
left columns of Table 5 reveal that the z-tests on the variance covariance parameters lead to
less accurate conformities between the shares of type I errors and the nominal significance
levels than the z-tests on the utility function coefficients, which is completely in line with the
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previous results in the basic scenario according to Table 2. In this respect, the highest shares
of type I errors arise in the testing of H0 : ˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 in the first and fourth additional
scenario when SZT3 is applied. Furthermore, the right columns of Table 5 reveal that the
shares of type II errors in the second additional scenario with an explanatory dummy variable
are very similar to the previous results in the basic scenario according to Table 2. In contrast,
the shares of type II errors are higher in the first and fourth additional scenarios, which
suggests slightly less robust test results in more complex DGP. The higher shares of type II
errors in the testing H0 : ˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0, H0 : ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0, and H0 : ˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0
in the third additional scenario could be expected due to the corresponding parameter values
in the DGP that are close to zero.
4.2.2 Multiperiod multinomial probit model
Finally, we additionally consider a multiperiod multinomial probit model. The basis of these
approaches is that an agent i (i = 1, . . . , N) chooses among a finite number of mutually
exclusive alternatives j = 1, . . . , J of a qualitative variable in each of the examined t =
1, . . . , T time periods. The hypothetical utility υijt of agent i for alternative j in time period
t depends on the vector of attributes zijt = (zijt1, . . . , zijtK)
′, the corresponding parameter
vector γ = (γ1, . . . , γK)
′, and the stochastic utility components εijt:
υijt = γ
′
zijt + εijt i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, . . . , J ; t = 1, . . . , T
The εijt are jointly normally distributed:
εi = (εi11, . . . , εiJ1, . . . . . . , εi1T , . . . , εiJT )
′ ∼ NJ ·T (0; Σ)
The random vectors εi (i = 1, . . . , N) are independent of each other and are independent of
all explanatory variables. Different model versions result from different restrictions in Σ. If
Σ is the identity matrix, the independent multiperiod multinomial probit model is obtained.
However, the more interesting case is a flexible structure of Σ and thus a flexible multi-
period multinomial probit model that is able to comprise contemporary and intertemporal
correlations. According to the stochastic utility maximization hypothesis, agent i chooses
in each time period t the alternative that offers the highest utility among all J alterna-
tives of the qualitative variable. In this multiperiod case, i must now choose between JT
different alternative sequences. In flexible multiperiod multinomial probit models, the re-
sulting probability Pis(θ) that i chooses a certain alternative sequence s (whereby s ∈ S
and S represents the set of all JT potential alternative sequences) is now characterized by a
(J − 1) · T -dimensional integral that can be approximated with the GHK simulator.
In line with Ziegler and Eymann (2001) and Ziegler (2007), we consider a five-period
three-alternative probit model that comprises invariant stochastic effects and stationary in-
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tertemporal autoregressive correlations besides contemporary correlations. The utility func-
tion in the DGP is (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, 2, 3; t = 1, . . . , 5):
υijt = γ1zijt1 + γ2zijt2 + εijt
With respect to intertemporal correlations (following Geweke et al., 1997), the two explana-
tory variables have been generated as follows (i = 1, . . . , N ; j = 1, 2, 3; t = 1, . . . , 5):
zijt1 = z
(1)
ij1 + z
(2)
ijt1 with z
(1)
ij1 ∼ N(0; 1) and z(2)ijt1 ∼ N(0; 1)
zijt2 = z
(1)
ij2 + z
(2)
ijt2 with z
(1)
ij2 ∼ N(0; 1) and z(2)ijt2 ∼ N(0; 1)
In the DGP, the values of the corresponding parameters are:
γ˙1 = 1 γ˙2 = 0
The DGP is either the independent five-period three-alternative probit model or the DGP
has contemporary and intertemporal correlations in the stochastic utility components.
In the following, we only analyze the case that the model being estimated is the flexible
five-period three-alternative probit model and thus do not consider the less interesting case
that the model being estimated is the corresponding independent multiperiod multinomial
probit model. Furthermore, we only report the results for the utility function coefficients,
which are more relevant in empirical studies. Therefore, we do not discuss the underlying
correlation structure in the stochastic utility components εijt (see Ziegler and Eymann, 2001,
Ziegler, 2007). In line with the previous experiments, the examined null hypotheses are
H0 : γ˙1 = 0
and
H0 : γ˙2 = 0
While the numbers of observations vary between N = 250 and N = 500, the numbers of
random draws in the GHK simulator vary between R = 10, R = 50, and R = 200. Due
to the even higher calculation times in flexible five-period three-alternative probit models
that include 10-dimensional integrals in the choice probabilities Pis(θ), we had to restrict
the number of replications of the DGP to only 200. Due to this rather small number of
replications, the test results have to be treated with caution.
Table 6 reports these results, i.e. the shares of rejections of the null hypotheses about the
utility function coefficients at the nominal 5% significance level on the basis of the following
combinations of the number N of observations and the number R of random draws in the
GHK simulator: N = 250 and R = 10, N = 250 and R = 50, N = 250 and R = 200,
N = 500 and R = 10, N = 500 and R = 50. Due to the numerical problems in the
application of the simulated z-test statistics SZT1 as discussed above, only the use of SZT2
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and SZT3 is reported. The main results are completely in line with the previous results
in the basic scenario of the one-period four-alternative probit model according to Table 1.
In other words, the z-tests on the utility function coefficients mostly provide robust results
with respect to fairly strong conformities between the shares of type I errors and the nominal
significance levels as well as to very few type II errors. Furthermore, neither the number N
of observations nor the number R of random draws in the GHK simulator nor the use of a
specific simulated z-test statistic have a systematic effect on the shares of type I errors and
the shares of type II errors.
5 Conclusions
Our Monte Carlo experiments reveal that test results for utility function coefficients are
more reliable than corresponding results for variance covariance parameters. This finding
corresponds to the less stable SML estimation of the variance covariance parameters com-
pared to the SML estimation of the utility function coefficients (see Ziegler and Eymann,
2001). Obviously, the z-tests on these different types of parameters are strongly influenced
by the precision of the corresponding underlying SML estimates. As expected, our exper-
iments with one-period multinomial probit models furthermore confirm that an increase in
the number N of observations or the number R of random draws in the GHK simulator lead
to more accurate conformities between the shares of type I errors and the nominal signifi-
cance levels. This is in line with the stronger biases in the underlying SML estimations of the
variance covariance parameters with smaller N and R (see also Ziegler and Eymann, 2001).
However, it should be noted that these effects only apply on average, but are not systematic.
The finding that an increase of N additionally decreases the shares of type II errors could
also be expected and conforms with the corresponding finding in classical tests under SML
estimation on several parameters together (see Ziegler, 2007). In contrast, the number of
random draws in the GHK simulator surprisingly has no significant effect on the shares of
type II errors. Overall, these results suggest that while a high number N of observations
seems to be absolutely desirable in empirical applications, the role of a high number R of
random draws in the GHK simulator is ambiguous. In our Monte Carlo experiments, an
increase of R even leads to stronger numerical problems when N is relatively small.
Another main result of our Monte Carlo experiments with one- and multiperiod multi-
nomial probit models is that the use of the robust version of the simulated z-test statistic
is not systematically more favorable than the use of other versions. This suggests that the
application of alternative simulated z-test statistics in empirical applications is not generally
inferior. However, the use of the z-test statistics that exclusively include the Hessian matrix
of the simulated loglikelihood function to estimate the information matrix often leads to
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substantial computational problems. Furthermore, our study suggests some weaker confor-
mities between the shares of type I errors and the nominal significance levels as well as some
higher shares of type II errors in more complex DGP, for example, when the explanatory
variables are higher correlated or when they are Bernoulli and not normally distributed. In
particular, our slightly less robust test results for the parameters of the constant point to the
possibility that z-tests on coefficients of individual characteristics (which also comprise dif-
ferent parameters for each alternative) could be less robust than the z-tests on the attributes
as well. This would be in line with the less precise and less stable SML estimation of individ-
ual characteristics than the SML estimation of attributes (e.g. Keane, 1992, Ziegler, 2005).
Therefore, a systematic analysis of z-tests under SML estimation of such parameters would
be desirable in the future. However, the realization of such experiments would be extremely
time-consuming due to the higher number of parameters that have to be estimated.
Another starting point for future studies could be the analysis of z-tests (or also tests
on several parameters together) under SML estimation that includes quasi-Monte Carlo
methods for the approximation of the multiple integrals (e.g. Bhat, 2001, Sa´ndor and Train,
2004) instead of using pseudo-random numbers as in our study. These approaches are so
far mostly applied in mixed logit models (e.g. Brownstone and Train, 1999, McFadden and
Train, 2000), which are the main rival of multinomial probit models in empirical applications
of flexible discrete choice models. Against this background, this model class (besides other
approaches such as multivariate probit models or multiperiod binary probit models) would
also be interesting for a systematic analysis of small sample properties of z-tests under SML
estimation. Furthermore, the consideration of more favorable simulated classical estimations
of multinomial probit models that do not incorporate the common GHK simulator (e.g.
Liesenfeld and Richard, 2010a, 2010b) would be interesting as well. In this respect, it could
be examined whether some results in this paper can be confirmed, for example, concerning
the different test results for different types of parameters (i.e. utility function coefficients
versus variance covariance parameters).
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Table 1: Shares of rejections of H0 at the nominal 5% significance level (z-tests on the
utility function coefficients), the DGP is the independent four-alternative probit model or
has contemporary correlations (with σ˙1 = 1.5, σ˙2 = 0.5, ˙corr(εi1, εi2) = ˙corr(εi1, εi3) =
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0.5), 500 or 498 replications of the DGP
DGP: DGP:
Independent multinomial Contemporary
probit model correlations
DGP H0 SZT1 SZT2 SZT3 SZT1 SZT2 SZT3
Model being estimated: Independent multinomial probit model
N = 500 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
R = 5 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.038 0.040 0.042 0.044 0.044 0.050
N = 500 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
R = 50 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.046 0.040 0.050 0.046 0.044 0.048
N = 1000 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
R = 5 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.042 0.046 0.042 0.052 0.048 0.054
N = 1000 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
R = 50 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.044 0.046 0.038 0.050 0.044 0.060
N = 1000 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
R = 1000 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.040 0.046 0.040 0.054 0.044 0.058
Model being estimated: Flexible multinomial probit model
N = 500 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 - 1.000 0.996 - 1.000 0.998
R = 5 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 - 0.026 0.038 - 0.032 0.050
N = 500 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 - 1.000 0.996 - 1.000 0.992
R = 50 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 - 0.034 0.042 - 0.028 0.046
N = 1000 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 - 1.000 1.000 - 1.000 0.994
R = 5 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 - 0.040 0.036 - 0.056 0.052
N = 1000 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 - 1.000 1.000 - 1.000 0.992
R = 50 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 - 0.044 0.040 - 0.056 0.056
N = 1000 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 - 1.000 1.000 - 1.000 0.986
R = 1000 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 - 0.042 0.040 - 0.056 0.058
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Table 2: Shares of rejections of H0 at the nominal 5% significance level (z-tests on the
variance covariance parameters), the DGP is the independent four-alternative probit model
or has contemporary correlations (with σ˙1 = 1.5, σ˙2 = 0.5, ˙corr(εi1, εi2) = ˙corr(εi1, εi3) =
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0.5), the model being estimated is the corresponding flexible multinomial
probit model, 500 or 498 replications of the DGP
DGP: DGP:
Independent Contemporary
multinomial correlations
probit model
H0 SZT2 SZT3 SZT2 SZT3
σ˙1 = 1 0.020 0.076 0.436 0.472
N = 500 σ˙2 = 1 0.018 0.082 0.002 0.160
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 0.104 0.206 0.426 0.506
R = 5 ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0 0.072 0.122 0.652 0.640
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0 0.056 0.096 0.522 0.582
σ˙1 = 1 0.010 0.074 0.331 0.464
N = 500 σ˙2 = 1 0.012 0.062 0.000 0.309
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 0.090 0.200 0.303 0.462
R = 50 ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0 0.078 0.140 0.661 0.681
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0 0.058 0.116 0.392 0.556
σ˙1 = 1 0.026 0.048 0.722 0.734
N = 1000 σ˙2 = 1 0.014 0.044 0.088 0.188
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 0.096 0.104 0.592 0.606
R = 5 ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0 0.056 0.050 0.848 0.816
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0 0.044 0.060 0.700 0.706
σ˙1 = 1 0.026 0.060 0.656 0.700
N = 1000 σ˙2 = 1 0.014 0.040 0.058 0.378
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 0.064 0.110 0.390 0.474
R = 50 ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0 0.056 0.084 0.884 0.886
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0 0.052 0.066 0.558 0.666
σ˙1 = 1 0.024 0.052 0.614 0.682
N = 1000 σ˙2 = 1 0.014 0.050 0.060 0.430
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 0.060 0.116 0.380 0.484
R = 1000 ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0 0.062 0.086 0.890 0.890
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0 0.048 0.078 0.516 0.654
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Table 3: OLS estimates (z-tests) in linear regression models, dependent variables: (1) shares
of rejections of H0 at the nominal 5% significance level (considering type I errors), (2)
absolute differences between the shares of rejections of H0 and 0.05 (which refers to the
nominal significance level), (3) shares of rejections of H0 at the nominal 5% significance
level (considering type II errors), the DGP is the independent four-alternative probit model
or has contemporary correlations (with σ˙1 = 1.5, σ˙2 = 0.5, ˙corr(εi1, εi2) = ˙corr(εi1, εi3) =
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0.5), the underlying model being estimated is the corresponding flexible
multinomial probit model, 500 or 498 replications of the DGP
DGP: DGP:
Independent multinomial Contemporary correlations
Explanatory probit model
variables (1) (2) (3)
N (divided by 1000) −0.0066∗∗∗ −0.0036∗∗∗ 0.0855∗∗∗
(-6.00) (-3.90) (12.38)
R (divided by 1000) −0.0072∗∗ −0.0094∗∗ 0.0330
(-2.10) (-2.50) (1.29)
SZT3 0.0187
∗∗∗ 0.0046 0.0443∗∗
(6.29) (1.58) (2.40)
H0 : σ˙1 = 1 -0.0059 0.0111
∗∗∗ −0.2382∗∗∗
(-1.49) (4.05) (-7.28)
H0 : σ˙2 = 1 −0.0119∗∗∗ 0.0151∗∗∗ −0.5580∗∗∗
(-3.04) (5.30) (-13.03)
H0 : ˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 0.0361
∗∗∗ 0.0281∗∗∗ −0.4202∗∗∗
(5.01) (4.22) (-14.74)
H0 : ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0 0.0190
∗∗∗ 0.0106∗∗∗ −0.1131∗∗∗
(4.11) (2.92) (-3.78)
H0 : ˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0 0.0148
∗∗∗ 0.0049∗ −0.2875∗∗∗
(3.63) (1.76) (-10.31)
Constant 0.0481∗∗∗ 0.0137∗∗∗ 0.8014∗∗∗
(12.87) (7.09) (29.78)
Number of observations 192 192 192
R2 0.53 0.23 0.77
Note: *** (**, *) means that the appropriate parameter is different from zero at the 1%
(5%, 10%) significance level, respectively
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Table 4: Shares of rejections of H0 at the nominal 5% significance level (z-tests on the
utility function coefficients), the DGP is the independent four-alternative probit model or
has contemporary correlations (with σ˙1 = 1.5, σ˙2 = 0.5, ˙corr(εi1, εi2) = ˙corr(εi1, εi3) =
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0.5 or with σ˙1 = σ˙2 = 0.5, ˙corr(εi1, εi2) = ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = ˙corr(εi2, εi3) =
0.2 in the scenario with alternative parameter values), the model being estimated is the
corresponding flexible multinomial probit model, N = 1000 and R = 5, 500 replications of
the DGP, robustness tests
DGP: DGP:
Independent Contemporary
multinomial correlations
probit model
DGP H0 SZT2 SZT3 SZT2 SZT3
Correlated explanatory variables in DGP
γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.998
γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.056 0.050 0.054 0.066
Explanatory dummy variable in DGP
γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.044 0.040 0.060 0.056
Alternative parameter values in DGP
γ˙1 = 0.2 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 0.938 1.000 0.958
γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.046 0.032 0.042 0.042
Inclusion of constants
γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982
γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.038 0.044 0.054 0.056
β˙1 = 1 β˙1 = 0 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.984
β˙2 = 1 β˙2 = 0 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.980
β˙3 = 0 β˙3 = 0 0.058 0.054 0.072 0.048
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Table 5: Shares of rejections of H0 at the nominal 5% significance level (z-tests on the
variance covariance parameters), the DGP is the independent four-alternative probit model
or has contemporary correlations (with σ˙1 = 1.5, σ˙2 = 0.5, ˙corr(εi1, εi2) = ˙corr(εi1, εi3) =
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0.5 or with σ˙1 = σ˙2 = 0.5, ˙corr(εi1, εi2) = ˙corr(εi1, εi3) = ˙corr(εi2, εi3) =
0.2 in the scenario with alternative parameter values), the model being estimated is the
corresponding flexible multinomial probit model, N = 1000 and R = 5, 500 replications of
the DGP, robustness tests
DGP: DGP:
Independent multi- Contemporary
nomial probit model correlations
H0 SZT2 SZT3 SZT2 SZT3
Correlated explanatory variables in DGP
σ˙1 = 1 0.028 0.068 0.542 0.590
σ˙2 = 1 0.022 0.072 0.026 0.150
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 0.080 0.116 0.494 0.550
˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0 0.052 0.068 0.762 0.730
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0 0.054 0.078 0.550 0.584
Explanatory dummy variable in DGP
σ˙1 = 1 0.026 0.050 0.724 0.724
σ˙2 = 1 0.014 0.050 0.098 0.188
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 0.098 0.106 0.590 0.608
˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0 0.060 0.050 0.838 0.820
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0 0.040 0.060 0.692 0.706
Alternative parameter values in DGP
σ˙1 = 1 0.058 0.042 0.756 0.344
σ˙2 = 1 0.064 0.062 0.728 0.370
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 0.092 0.092 0.106 0.102
˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0 0.108 0.092 0.270 0.198
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0 0.098 0.096 0.266 0.192
Inclusion of constants
σ˙1 = 1 0.008 0.066 0.430 0.412
σ˙2 = 1 0.016 0.072 0.064 0.150
˙corr(εi1, εi2) = 0 0.056 0.122 0.390 0.430
˙corr(εi1, εi3) = 0 0.042 0.060 0.762 0.714
˙corr(εi2, εi3) = 0 0.068 0.094 0.548 0.588
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Table 6: Shares of rejections of H0 at the nominal 5% significance level (z-tests on the
utility function coefficients), the DGP is the independent five-period three-alternative probit
model or has contemporary and intertemporal correlations, the model being estimated is the
corresponding flexible multiperiod multinomial probit model, 200 replications of the DGP
DGP: DGP:
Independent Contemporary and
multiperiod intertemporal
multinomial correlations
probit model
DGP H0 SZT2 SZT3 SZT2 SZT3
N = 250 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 0.995 1.000 0.990
R = 10 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.055 0.065 0.075 0.050
N = 250 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 0.995 1.000 0.990
R = 50 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.055 0.065 0.060 0.060
N = 250 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.975
R = 200 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.055 0.060 0.055 0.070
N = 500 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 0.995 1.000 0.985
R = 10 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.035 0.035 0.075 0.060
N = 500 γ˙1 = 1 γ˙1 = 0 1.000 0.990 1.000 0.980
R = 50 γ˙2 = 0 γ˙2 = 0 0.040 0.040 0.070 0.065
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